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The most exciting way to discover contemporary 

Athens and the Greek culture!  

Work with your team, find your way 

through the city and see the main 

highlights. Visit secret corners and learn 

about the local way of life and history in a 

fun way. 

Follow the directions, hunt for clues and 

solve riddles, view fascinating landmarks 

and lesser-known jewels in a fun way. 

Interact with locals, learn about the Greek 

way of life, taste treats and drinks that 

locals relish and get the true feeling of our 

city. 
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Activity description 
 
The group is divided in teams of 8-10 players. 
Each player will receive a “survival kit” including a map and several props related to the game. 

Kits also include a water bottle and a sweet treat. 

The objective of the game is for each team to complete challenges that will: 
 
A/ Lead them to the next point of the game 
B/ Give them winning tokens (Pieces of ancient Greek columns) 
 
Specialized guides will be escorting the teams making sure they will not get lost but also 
to add an extra fun element to the game. 
 

Specialized facilitators will be meeting the teams at specified meeting points. 

 
Challenges will include among others: 
 

▪ Form your team (Team name, slogan and flag) 
▪ Decide on needed roles and distribute them (leader, photographer, navigator etc.) 
▪ Coordinate and work effectively with your team to fulfil tasks 
▪ Navigate through the city following clues and a map 

 
 
Physical activity level: Medium 
 
Duration: 3-4 hrs 
*Final duration depends on the activities/challenges selected. 
The game and challenges can be customized according to the special interest or field of the group. 
 
Starting Point: Acropolis or Syntagma area 
Ending Point: Monastiraki/Plaka area 
 
Game finale: Teams will place the slices of columns won to their base. The team with 
the tallest column wins! 
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A/ The Game 
Inclusions / Financials 
 
3-4-hour activity (duration depends on the challenges 
chosen) Design and implementation of the game 
Specialized facilitators 
All props and material needed* 
Basic challenges that may include among 
others: 

▪ Solve riddles and puzzles 
▪ Photo safari 
▪ Ancient Greek dressing 
▪ Greek Dance lesson 
▪ Ancient Greek game 

contest.  
Survival Kit per person including: * 

▪ Game props 
▪ Map 
▪ Pencil 
▪ Disposable poncho (if rainy) 
▪ Water bottle 
▪ Traditional Sweet treat 

 
B/ Greek Coffee Challenge 
 
 
Visit and enjoy the ambience of a traditional Greek Cafenio (Cafeteria) 
Find out how to make Greek Coffee OR Frappe coffee and enjoy with your 
team mates (Coffee and Sweet treat for all participants) 
 

C/ The Tzatziki Master Chef challenge 
 

Compete with other teams to prepare the best tzatziki! (Tzatziki=signature Greek dip) You will 

then get to indulge to its delicious taste accompanied with Cretan rusks and olives.
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D/ Greek Spirits tasting Challenge 

 

Taste 3 Signature Greek spirits (Ouzo, Tsipouro, Mastic liquor) (Blind tasting or other challenge) 
 

E/ Archaeological site challenge (+1hr) 
 

Enter an archaeological site and find clues there. A licensed guide will be giving info on the 
site and clues for the game. 
 
*Opening hours change during the year, please contact us for confirmation. 

 
G/ Winning Prizes 
 

Olive branch wreaths for the participants of the winning team (Included) 
 
OUR SUGGESTION FOR PRIZES FOR ALL THE PARTICIPANTS: 
 

• Small size Goodie Bag with 100ml Olive oil bottle, Athens postcards and sweet treat (sesame pie) 
• Small size Goodie Bag with, 50ml Ouzo bottle, Athens postcards and 100gr Aegina pistachios 
• Medium size goodie bag with 250ml Olive oil bottle OR 200ml Ouzo bottle, Athens 

postcards and 150gr Aegina pistachios 
 
FURTHER WINNING PRIZES IDEAS (PRICING UPON REQUEST) 

 

• Bottle of Champagne for the winning team 
• 750 ml Bottle of ouzo or local Mastic liquor spirit for the wining team 
• 200 ml Bottle of ouzo or local Mastic liquor spirit for the members of the winning team 
• Original copy of Ancient pottery artifact 
• Specially designed gift depending on your wishes and budget (Upon arrangement) 
 
PLEASE NOTE 

 
* Props and survival kit are branded under Athens insider’s branding. 
* For the production of the props and kit under other desired branding please contact us.  
 
 


